Innovative Strategies and Tools to Enrich Knowledge

In this Issue:
- Review of faculty and staff workshops taking place this fall.

RENSSLEAER FACULTY AND STAFF
FALL WORKSHOPS

The fall schedule is set. Be sure to register as space is limited.

Quick overview of what is coming up:

⇒ Beta Classroom Preview – Teaching with Technology Preview (9/26)
⇒ Classroom Response Systems – iClickers (10/5)
⇒ Active Learning Examples to Keep Your Students Engaged (10/9)
⇒ Student Learning Outcomes (10/16)
⇒ Creating Effective Multiple Choice Questions for Course Response Systems (10/23)
⇒ Disability Services for Students (DSS) and Academic Accommodations at Rensselaer (10/23)
⇒ Introduction to the Web of Science (10/24 from 10 – 11am)
⇒ Introduction to the Web of Science (10/24 from 1 – 2pm)
⇒ Encouraging Intercultural Communication (11/5)
⇒ Assessment: A Primer (11/7)
⇒ Beta Classroom – Teaching with Technology (11/13)
⇒ Creating Basic Pivot Tables with Excel 2013 (11/28)

Visit the Fall 2018 Workshops page for further information and to register at the link below:
http://info.rpi.edu/teaching-and-learning-collaboratory/#Workshops